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Abstract
Considerable concern has recently been expressed about growing income inequality. Much of the discussion, though, has been in general terms and focused on the U.S. experience. To understand whether and how Canada ought to respond to this development, we need to be clear on the facts. This paper documents Canadian patterns in income inequality and investigates the top 1% of earners – the group receiving much attention. We summarize what is known about the causes of growing income inequality, including the role of gender wage differences. Finally we outline policy options for reducing -- or slowing the growth of -- inequality.
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* This article is based in part on a series of four op-eds published by the authors in the Vancouver Sun in December 2011. We thank the editor, an associate editor, and several referees for comments that substantially improved the paper. We also appreciate feedback on the Vancouver Sun articles from Jonathan Rhys Kesselman that focused our thinking. Finally, Michael Smart helped clarify our thinking on income taxation. We are of course responsible for the contents of the final product.